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EXPONENT

March 6, 1991, Wednesday

"Let us dare to read, think, speak and write." - John Adams

An Incident on Campus:
by Steven Whipple, associate editor
and
Doug Brewer, news editor

"You Might Get Shot. ? »

The University of Alabama in Huntsville

An Incident on Campus:
"Standard Police Procedure"

down the hall to knock on the door of the second bedroom.
According to the students who were in the bedroom, they
University police officers investigating a report of opened the doorand Constable told them to "get the hell out
shots fired entered an apartment in university housing early of there." He led them down the hall into the living room.
Sunday morning, according to student eyewitnesses. The The male was told to lie face down on the floor and the
students report that theofficers had been told a gunman was female was told to sit in a chair.
inside the apartment.
Students said that at the same time, McDaniel had
The students, who asked not to be identified, said that gone to investigate the closed bathroom door and found it
about 1: 30 A.M., nine or ten people had returned to the locked. They said that he ordered anyone in the bathroom
apartment after attending a birthday party off campus. The to come out and that Tim then unlocked the door and was
students said that approximately 4 to6 males and 5 females escorted by McDaniel into the kitchen. According to the
were talking in the living room. At the same time, a male witnesses,McDaniel had Tim lie face down on the kitchen by Marian Delaney Sampson
and female sat in the second bedroom and a female slept in floor. The witnesses said that Tim was bleeding, and was editor
the third.
not offered medical attention for at least five to ten minutes.
At 1:38, according to the students, David Harris and The students reported that when McDaniel asked Tim if he
Early Sunday morning, February 3, the Campus Police
another male they identified only as "Tim" began to argue wanted an ambulance, Tim refused.
dispatcher received three phone calls reporting that shots
over money in the living room. They had met the two only
According to the students, Constable then told had been fired on the UAH campus. The calls were from a
that evening and didn't believe that either were students at McDaniel to go out and see if anyone was climbing out the student, a Resident Assistant (RA) and the Huntsville
UAH.
Police Department (HPD), according to Campus Police
apartment windows. He called out that the third bedroom
The students said that Harris took approximately $400 door was locked, stated witnesses.
Chief Bud Nayman.
out of his pocket and threw it on the floor. He said to Tim,
Nayman said that two officers responded to the phone
At this time, said the students, a third university police
"You can't get this kind of money." Tim, according to the officer arrived. The witnesses reported that Officer Treece call. They were met by two unnamed witnesses who told
students, then acted as if reaching for the money, at which entered the apartment to watch the students in the living them that the person who fired the gun went into one of the
point Harris said, "You better not take my money."
room and kitchen while Constable knocked on the door of apartments on campus.
Harris then picked up the money, overlooking a $100 the third bedroom.
Officers knocked on the apartment door and were told
that
no one was there. After the officers informed the
bill. Students said that Tim then grabbed the bill and ran out
According to witnesses, one of the students told Con
of the apartment. When informed by others that Tim had stable that a female was sleeping in the bedroom and that he inhabitants why the police were there the people in the
taken his money, Harris then ran outside after him.
would probably not be able to wake her. At this point, the apartment claimed to know nothing about the situation,
One of thefemale students in the apartment told a male students said. Constable began to beat on the door with his according to Nayman.
student to follow the pair outside. Three males left the flashlight. The blows were severe enough to break through
When officers entered the apartment, Nayman said
apartment to intercede, reported witnesses. The students the surface of the door.
they found nine individuals in the living room area.
said that Harris then returned to the apartment with the
Witnesses said that one of the students in the apart
Apartment inhabitants were made to lay on the floor
males and claimed that he had been unable to find Tim.
with their hands outstretched, standard police procedure in
ment then recommended that Constable contact the Resi
One of the people in the living room then stated he saw dent Assistant on duty to unlock the door. The students
incidents that involve weapons, according to Nayman.
Tim through the window, said the students. Harris went reported that Constable radioed to McDaniel and told him
The campus police discovered a locked bedroom and
back outside, reported the witnesses.
to "Get the RA in here." After several minutes, said the
were told that no one was inside. According to Nayman,
One of the residents said she had gone to the first students, McDaniel and the RA arrived with the keys.
they got an RA to open the door where they found the
bedroom. She reported that she heard one gunshot and
According to the students, Constable took the keys
"perpetrator."
returned to the living room. She said she found the living from the RA and told her, "You better get out of here. You
Officers followed a blood trail to a bathroom where
room empty, and that she went outside. The resident said might get shot." They said the RA then left the apartment.
they found the "victim," Nayman said. The "victim" was
she then saw Tim on the ground, with Harris sitting on him,
not shot, but was beaten. A third person told police that he
Constable unlocked the door, witnesses said, drew
pinning him down. She reported that she didn't see a his pistol, opened the door, and entered the bedroom. They
was trying to stop the fight.
weapon.
reported that he turned on the light and woke the female,
Nayman said that all three individuals were searched.
The other witnesses said they had been in the second telling her to, "Get some clothes on and get out into the
None of the three were UAH students. One individual had
bedroom, talking and listening to the radio. They said they living room." The female, wearing a skirt and half-bra,
an outstanding warrant pending against him, so Nayman
did not hear any gunshots. Another student, who was not in according to witnesses, proceeded to dress while Con
said the Huntsville Police Department was notified.
the apartment, reported hearing two gunshots at 2:15 A.M. stable remained in the bedroom.
Witnesses told the police that the "perpetrator" fired
The resident who heard the gunshot said she told Harris
After the girl dressed, said the witnesses, Constable
the gun into the ground to frighten the "victim" prior to
and Tim to leave because the police would be there soon. walked her into the living room and had her sit down.
beating him. No weapon was found on the premises,
She said that Harris then re-entered the apartment and
Constable and McDaniel then spent about 45 minutes
according to Nayman.
picked up his keys with the intention of leaving. Tim came searching the bedrooms and the bathroom, said the stu
A reliable source told the exponent that the victim, who
in behind him to tend to a facial cut and a blow to the head dents. One of the students said he was lying face down on
was removed by ambulance to Humana Hospital, refused to
he had received during the struggle.
the floor and could see down the hall. He said he could hear
file charges in the incident.
One of the students said she went outside to see if the drawers and closet doors being opened, and he could see
The exponent was told by the Office of Counsel that
police were coming. She said that Officers Constable and the officers walking from room to room.
the paper was not entitled to view or receive the Campus
McDaniel of the university police approached her. Accord
The officers were unable to find the weapon in the
Police incident reports. That policy is currently under
ing to the witness, the officers said they had been informed apartment. The students reported that Constable and
review.
that an armed male had gone in her apartment.
McDaniel even lifted some ceiling tiles in their search.
She said she told them that no one with a gun was in
Some of the males, who were still lying face down on the
her apartment. The officers then began knocking loudly on floor, began to grumble, said the witnesses. They stated
the door, said the student. The student said she told the that Constable told them, 'The best thing for you to do apartment, the students said the officers began to question
each individual about his/her name and date of birth. They
officers no one would let them in if they knocked like that. would be to shut the hell up."
She knocked on thedoor and asked her roommates to let her
The students said the officers then searched the males. reported that the officers then asked to use the phone, and
called the information in to UAHPD.
One of the females said she
in, she said.
(continued on page A-4)
According to the witnesses, Officer Constable drew told the officers there would
his pistol and stepped between the student and the door as have to be a female officer yit wasopened, forci ng his way into the apartment. Witnesses present in order to search the
Inside the exponent...
said he then told all males in the apartment to lie face down females.
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Yost Addresses Faculty Senate About Pro-ration and the UAH Budget
by Marian Delaney Sampson
editor
Dr. John K Yost, provost and vice presi
dent for academic affairs, addressed the
Faculty Senate and UAH Administrators
concerning the UAH budget Thursday,
February 28 at the 299th Faculty Senate
meeting.
Yost reviewedthe budget reductions UAH
has undergone during this year. According
to Yost, an additional $550,000 must be cut
from the UAH budget this fiscal year. A
series of meetings have been held on cam
pus during the past week. Yost said he has
asked Deans and Vice Presidents to go to
Chairs and Unit Directors to find out what
other options could be incorporated, aside
from a reduction of UAH salaries.
Yost said that at UAH, "We need to be
concerned with a repositioning plan in terms
of next year. Our primary concern should be
with academic excellence."
In regard to the repositioning plan, Yost
said that the Budget Advisory and Strategic
Planning Committees had met several times

Income

He said, "Permission has been given to
the Deans to recruit for positions and au
thorization to appoint faculty — now each
will be approved on a case-by-case basis. If
they are crucial and critical to academic
quality...I will make the strongest case to
the president that I can."
Yost asked Vice President Kenneth
Harwell toassume leadership of a committee
to examine the Indirect Cost Recovery [on
research contracts] within the University.
He also asked Vice President Jerry Quick to
assume leadership of a committee to ex
amine the cost of internal overhead.
Yost said there is a need to develop a
stronger relationship between the colleges
and the support units.
Yost said there has not been an inordinate
growth in the number of faculty compared
to student credit hours, "if one looks at the
last ten years." He said that over the same
ten years at UAH there has been a 200
percent increase in the number of graduate
hours taught.
A question and answer period followed
his speech. Dr. Royce Boyer asked, "What
is the system doing in this crisis time? What
is the board—the people who approved our

UAH Money Facts
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UAH Money Facts
Annual Salaries January 1991:
S. Kowel
120,000
W. Souder
120,000
J. Sparks
116,916
H. Caulfield
110.083
R.Barry Johnsor
110,083
F. Rosenberger
109.344
S.Wu
107,745 .
J. Yost
106,200
K. Harwell
106,100
A. Kramer
103,704
J. Quick
101,600
J. Moquin
100.000
L. Padulo
100,000
J.Wright
98,532
G. Karr
96,606
95,164
B. Schroer
94,500
R. Zant
C. Davis
93,780
L. Russell
92,000
J. Montgomery
90,906
J. Huston
90,000
P. Titard
90,000
W. Porter
89,250
D. Torr
89,078
C. Lundquist
88,566
W. Vaughan
88,514
S. McManus
86,500
S. Patton
85.986
T.Tenbrunsel
85,700
E. Anderson
85,000
A. Spitz
84,000
J. Duthie
84,000
84 000

C. Billings
B. Fisher
W. Fredericks
J. Diplacido
T. Barr
F. Wessling
B. Moore
W. Everett
W. Florentino
J. Garber
R. Nauman
D. Mendel
E. Sebastion
R. Meek
R. Williams
C. Raynes
B.Jenkins
Gary Smith
T. Chung
D. Essenwanger
John Smith
W. Taber
J. Shamir
D. Hogan
Carol1. Johnson
D. Crowder
P. Gibson
T. Long
R. Hung
A. Ahmed
J. Gilbert
Bobby Johnson
M I.indpr

83,900
82,600
82.555
82,040
81,770
80,533
80,361
80,000
80,000
80,000
80.000
79.500
79,408
79.000
78,623
76.000
75,894
75,843
75,654
75,190
75,000
74,160
74,044
73.958
73.782
73,500
73,290
72,787
72,426
71,020
70,900
70,000
70 OOO

Source: Computer Salary Run at UAH Library.This random list does not indicate faculty or staff or administrator.
It is not known whether these are 9 or 12 month salaries.

this year. He said some of the plan's provi
sions are: 1) No new positions for fiscal '91
and '92 that require new money; 2) Real
located positionswill have to address critical
needs; and 3) All vacancies will revert to the
Provost.
With regard to provision three, Yost said,
"In some cases positions may be returned or
reallocated to the units." In addition, Yost
said, "No vacancies can be filled unless
there is an identification of salary money."

previous leadership and the building of new
buildings —doing?"
Yost responded, "You hearcf Dr. Austin
say that everything should be done to in
crease UAH's base by $3 to $5 million."
Yost said the legislators of Madison County
have indicated they would do everything
possible to help UAH.
Yost said, "We cannot afford a protracted
financial crisis — it will sap our vitality—I
am concerned about library holdings and

ABET accreditation...I amconcerned about
the commitment we have made to the trust
ees and the community about enhancing
support to Liberal Arts."
Joan Williamson asked, "Would you tell
us what constitutes the latest $1.1 million
deficit? This deficit has a voracious appe
tite. Every time we feed it, it says 'Feed
Me!'"
Yost said that money had been found for
all but $550,000 of the $1.1 million. He said
the latest crunch was caused by, among
other things, a $300,000 assessment for the
Title VI lawsuit, $200,000 for UAH's RCA
matching, and $100,000 for Chancellor

revenue-producing staff' compared to the
growth of "revenue-producing faculty."
Yost responded, "It has been reported to
me also from the reverse side—the growth
of faculty as compared to staff. We need to
develop a stronger relationship between the
Colleges and the support units. We need to
look at the support units and their relation
ship to the university mission. We need to
do that without increasing antipathy."
Dr. Andrew Cling said, "A lot of the
items you mentioned do not seem to have
anything to do with pro-ration."
Yost said, "Correct, but we would be able
to take care of these things if it weren't for
pro-ration."
Dr. Thomas Brindley asked,"What is the
status of the summer school?"
Yost said, "We need to see it as more
revenue-producing."
Bonnie Pearson asked, "What pro-active
revenue producing ideas have been dis
cussed and were these some that could be
done quickly?"
Yost responded, "Raising rent and rais
ing the parking fees and summer school."
Quick said that the sale of Phase I housing
was mentioned but those dollars are tied-in
with the shortfall of the new residence hall.
Dr. Tom Cost said, "The University has
no reserves. Are we still borrowing money
to meet the monthly payroll?"
Quick responded, "We have for five
months borrowed from UA and UAB...and
I hope the check came in today [so that
UAH payroll checks are good]." Quick said,
"We are at less than one month's expendi
tures."
Dr. Walter Peacock said, "We never get
to see this many deans and vice presidents

Austin's telecommunication network.
Yost said that in brainstorming sessions
various suggestions had been made including
a seven percent reduction in faculty salaries, a
roll back of the 1990-1991 salary increases,
increasing the number of summer courses
without increasing salaries, people voluntar
ily converting from twelve to nine month
salaries, that the staff
work week be cut to four days, and that
parking fees be raised.
He said no decision had been made on any
of these suggestions and added that every
thing was being looked at to avoid rolling
back salary raises —with the possible excep-

together. The fact that these various fig
ures keep comi ng out...one of the frustra
tions is, 'What is the actual amount?'
One of the things we would like to see is
a mechanism to get factual information."
Yost responded, "There was a concern
that we might not be able to maintain
fiscal responsibility in the colleges. The
indications are that we will end the year
even in the colleges. Except for around
$20,000. We cannot stand this kind of
protracted crisis. We need to position
ourselves not just for retrenchment, but
for growth. If the reserve fund is low or
This is going tobe painful for the library.

UAH Money Facts
FY 1989-90, ending September 30, 1990
Fund balance 10-1-89: 55,765,091
Fund balance 9-30-90: 4.392,930
Net Decrease in Fund balance: 1,444,571
Revenue: Education & General 70,769,843
Auxiliary 3,777,290
Total: 74,547,133
Expenses: Education & General 69,056,917
Auxiliary 3.167.091
Total:72.224.008
Transfers: Mandatory 2,169,047
Non-Mandatory 1,598,649
Total: 3,767.696
Expenditures & Transfers
Total: 74,393,055
Foundation Assets (UAH & Valley) Total: 18,529,280
Increase in Foundation Fund Balance: 1,615,124
UAH Investment's: 9,036,934
Total Bonds Payable: 20,630,000
Total NotesA Mortgages Payable: 3,758,186
Total debt: 31,335,322

tion of administrative salaries. Yost said that
a decision on what action to take would be
made this week.
Dr. Grover Porter said, "This campus has
been underfinanced compared to Tuscaloosa
and Birmingham for years; most of us know
that. When I came in 1986, one of the things
we discussed was the disproportionate rela
tionship of staff to faculty." Porter added that
since then there has been growth of "non-

Construction Commitments:
Administrative Science 6.130,000
Aerophysics 18,879,882
Central Physical Plant 2,800,000
Materiel Science 8,100,000
Optics Facility
9,230,000
Residence Hall 9,190.500
TOTAL BUILDINGS: S54.330.382
Fall Enrollment 89-90 8,038
Ratios: State Gov. Revenues to Total Education &
General Expenditures & Mandatory Transfers
(TEGEMT): .4031
Tuition & Fees to TEGEMT: .1987
Ggovemment Grants & Contracts to TEGEMT:
.3454
Total Expendable Fund Balance toTEGEMT: .0870
Total Expendable fund balance to total plant debt:
.2066
Source for the Money Factson this page: Financial
Report 1990 for the University of Alabama in
Hunlsville

I believe the library is the intellectual
center of the campus. We have not really
come together as a university as we should
and there is no better symbol of that than
the inadequacy of the library."
Dr. Mary Lynne Dittmar said, "There
are process issues involved in the dis
semination of information. Can we get a
Continued on Page A-3

Appeal for Participation in International
Women's Day
by Mary Wallace
reporter
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An appeal was issued from the Women's
Emergency Meeting in Geneva, February
2-3, for those opposed to war to express
their opposition on International Women's
Day, March 8.
Participants are asked to dress in all blacK
and to wear a black and white arm band.
The black band signifies grief for those
killed and suffering after the war in the
Gulf. The white band signifies an expres
sion of hope for peace.
According to Dr. Beth Higgs of the So
ciology department, March 8 was first de
clared International Women's Day by the
United Nations in 1975. An all women's
Congress organized in Geneva,Switzerland,
and the UN recognized their presence by
creating the day.
Higgs first participated in an International
Women's Day in 1980 at the Univen ;ty of
Florida, Gainsville, when she was agraauate
student. "The gathering was very infoi mal.
A group of approximately a hundred women
of various nationalities gathered in a church
and told of their experiences in their indi
vidual countries," she said.
The woman who had the most effect on
Higgs was a Palestinian woman from Iran.
The woman said, "I had planned to stay in
the U.S. and continue my studies in nursing.
But until my people have land, I cannot. I
must return and share my skills with my
people."
In 1985, Higgs participated in Interna
tional Women's Day as a professor instead
of a student. She said that she was part of a

"Dr. Mary Castro had been a professor at
the University of Bahia where she and her
husband were extremely involved with the
student movement. In 1964, the military
gained power and forced her to resign her
position," Higgs told of her fellow panelist.
Higgs also told of her own experiences as
a demonstrator while in Brazil in 1983 and
1984. "I was once present at a demonstra
tion with 1.5 million people, while equal
numbers of other people gathered in at least
six capitols in Brazil simultaneously. This
march was not radical. It was simply togain
the right to vote for president," she said.
Accordi ng to Higgs, the people did not gain
this right until 1989.
When Higgs gathered with 200 other
women when in Brazil on International
Women's Day, they were told by the mili
tary that their gathering was illegal and to
disband. She said, "In the face of the
military, we read our proclamation. We
said many things, but what I remember
most was, 'We can build with our own
hands the world we dream of."
When asked what the mission of Inter
national Women's Day is, Higgs said, "I
think that it is similar to the mission of the
UN in that it works towards a peaceful
exchange between all nations and people.
What I think it celebrates is the creative
power of women. We can create peace in a
world prone to war. We have seen what
male leaders have brought to Baghdad. Now
let's see what women will bring to Baghdad."
Higgs alluded to the call from the
Women's Emergency Meeting for people
to participate in an humanitarian aid mis

panel discussing issues in Latin America
because she had recently returned from her
doctoral field work in Brazil. An anthro
pologist, Higgs spoke alongside a social
science professor from Latin America who
was also on the panel.

sion to Baghdad to deliver food and medical
supplies. Those interested can contact or
ganizers in Geneva, Switzerland by writing
WILPF 1, rue de Varembe CP 28 1211,
Geneva, Switzerland, or call +41-22-7336175, or fax +41-22-740-1063.

"...if we are to believe in a God of love —
we must take off our blindfolds and see."
by Marian Delaney Sampson
editor
Jennifer Jean Casolo talked to a packed
house about her experiences in El Salvador,
Monday night February 25 in MH Room

200.
The diminutive and dynamic American
churchworker was jailed in an El Salvador
torture center for eighteen days in 1989.
Casolo built her speech on two themes,
Signs of Death and Signs of Life.
According to Casolo, the Bible is a
dangerous book in El Salvador. She said
that when peasants read theBible, "Suddenly
they begin to say, 'Maybe God loves me.
Maybe the fact that I live close to death is
not a result of God's will.' "
She said it then becomes a crime in El
Salvador to distribute Bibles. She said that
the people of El Salvador "are turningsigns
of death into signs of life."
Casolo gave a definition of sin as "that
which causes death." To be poor in El
Salvador is to be close to death, she said.
She talked about government repres
sion. In 1975, the Miss Universe Pageant
was held in El Salvador. She said students
got angry and held a demonstration. Tanks
opened fire on them and many were killed
and fifteen disappeared.
Casolo said that being active in any
group in the country — union, church,
neighborhood, student — could get a per
son picked up by the police. The first thing
the police do is to blindfold a person to
disorient them.
She said, "We must — if we are to call
ourselves human beings, we must — if we
are to believe in a God of love —we must
take off our blindfolds and see."
Casolo, a summa cum laude graduate
of Brandeis, went to El Salvador in 1985.
She worked escorting U.S. Congressmen

and religious study groups around the coun
try until her arrest and expulsion in 1989.
She talked about the destruction that
occurred in the country from both the rebel
and government forces. She said, "the armed
forces goes after those that walk with the
poor." According to Casolo, government
forces raided Episcopal, Lutheran, Baptist
Catholic
Churches.
and
"At a Catholic University, the admin
istration had theirbrai ns shot out and twentythree internationals were arrested and ex
pelled," she said.
She spoke a little of her experience
with her torturer. She said he was a 24-yearold Lieutenant wearing a T-shirt with a
picture of a Tasmanian devil and the words
"Sun Devil" in Spanish. Ironically, the Tshirt she was wearing when she wasarrested
said, "No Devil."
Casolo said the Lieutenant asked,"Why
won't you help yourself? Why do you want
to suffer?"
She said, "I saw Christ on the cross
over his shoulder and told him, 'suffering is
not the worst thing you can do — being
cruel is a lot worse.' "
"In that moment, I gave over my life,"
she said, "I realized that if you kill six
Jesuits seven hundred others will take their
place. I know that if you lose your life, you
will save it."
Casolo asked the UAH audience if they
were willingto risk a little to be peacemakers.
"Success has no meaning while others
are suffering. To create life out of death
means to act out of love. We have too much
while a majority of the children on God's
earth have too little. Give hope and you will
get hope, I promiseyou that,"she concluded.
Casolo's appearance was co-sponsored
by the UAH Campus Ministry Association
and the Huntsville Interfaith Peace Group.

Continued from Page A-2

ANNOUNCEMENT:
The sale of Desert Storm T-Shirts
by the exponent, SGA, ACE and CKI
members
has been cancelled.

The Student Government Association
will be distributing the
1990-1991
Student Directories
in the UC Lobby
9:30-10:30 a.m.
Monday-Friday
Students must have valid photo i.d. to
receive a directory
First come, first served!

commitment that there will be a full dis
closure of all budgetary information in an
understandable form?"
Yost said, "No decisions will be made
without meeting with the executive and
finance committees of the Faculty Senate."
Dr. Del Williams said, "One of the frus
trations I have...when you came you said
that the budgetary process should take eigh
teen months. We should be planning for'93
and I ha\e never seen anything for '92."
Yost said, "Ninety-one, ninety-two will
be a continuation budget. We have not had
the kind of budgetary process that we need.
Nor have we had the decision-making pro
cess that we should have. I will be address
ing those issues."
Gary Smith told the Senate that the word
from Montgomery was that there would be
no additional pro-ration.
Yost was given a round of applause as a
vote of confidence by the Senate

SGA Legislative Session for
February 11,1991
The non-quorum meeti ng wascalled to
order at 8:35 p.m. Present were Cobb,
Conway, Jackson, Krey, Miller, Price,
Wernie, Williams, Youngkin. Absent/ex
cused were Gilmore, Mann. Officers present
were Ditto, Masters, Preston.
Guest Speaker Debbie Cabiniss spoke
to the Legislators about helping HEMSI on
May 18. They will be at the University
certifying people for CPR. All of the in
formation was included in a handout. The
Legislators decided to participate in this
activity by a vote of consent.
Becky Conway gave a brief summary
of her meeting with Vice President Quick
about lab fees.

PACT Program Enrollment
Montgomery, A1 - A Board meeting of
theWaiiace-FoIson PrepaidCollegeTuition
Trust Fund was held on Wednesday. Feb
ruary 27, 1991.
A preliminary valuation of the Trust
Fund was discussed, along with contract
pricing for the May 1991 PACT (Prepaid
Affordable College Tuition) enrollment
period.
V

The 1991 open enrollment period for
the PACT Program will be held May 1
through May 31. Contracts to guarantee
payment for four years of tuition and man
datory fees at any state public college or
university will be offered through three
payment options - a lump sum payment,
monthly payments for five years, or an
extended monthly payment pi in.

Science News
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UAH Hosts JETS Test During Engineering Week
by Sean Chenoweth
science reporter
Students from 21 north Alabama high
schools participated in a multiple topic test
as part of UAH's engineering week. The
test was designed by JETS (Junior Engi
neering Technical Society). Topics on the
standardize test included: math, comput
ers, grammar, biology, physics and chemistry.
United Technologies sponsored the 2 hour
test. This was the first time the JETS test
was offered in Alabama. Students of Madi
son County High said the test was hard.
Students worked in teams and could use any
resources with the exception of a computer.
At the awards ceremony Saturday after
noon Dr. Yost, UAH provost, spoke. He
said that America is becoming more tech
nologically driven and we need people to
commit themselves to engineering. Yost

Continued from Page A-1
INCIDENT:
After the phone call, according to the
students, the officers told one of the males
that he had an outstanding parking ticket.
The students said the male asked if the
officers would accept a check for his fine.
Also according to the students, the officers
replied that they did accept checks.
The students reported that the officers
spoke to Harris and Tim in the bathroom
area, separately, out of the earshot of the
group in the living room and kitchen.
After questioning all those in the apart
ment, the officers told them that everyone
except Tim, Harris, and the male with the
outstanding ticket could leave, according to
the witnesses. The students estimated that
the entire period of questioning lasted ap
proximately two hours. The students said

added that there will be a shortage of sci
ence and engineering students by the year
2000. Yost concluded by saying UAH was
created by a coalition of companies and
educators who are concerned with technol
ogyMr. A1 Reeser; general manager at United
Technologies, also spoke at the JETS awards
ceremony. Mr. Resser began by asking the
rhetorical question, "Why do so many
Americans drive foreign cars?" He paused
for a moment to allow every one time to
think. Resser's theory of why U.S. is loos
ing its industrial edge was that we have
created a nation of lazy people. He said we
have created a people who are more worried
about getting time off than working. Resser
said the big companies in U.S. are being
bought out by foreign companies. He
poi nted out the fact that there are 20 lawyers
for each engineer in the U.S., there are 20
engineers for each lawyer in Japan. Reeser
said he asked some students at UAT if they
would like to goto school for 6 days per
week. UAT students replied that they needed
their space and rest.
Resser closed his speech by saying that
we have a thingcalled peer power. We need
to think seriously about what we want to do.
Those who are going to college need to
think about where everything is made and
where the U.S. is going.
The dean of UAH engineering school,
Lynn Russell , announced the division
winners.
Division one winners were: 1st place
Westminster Christian Academy,2nd place
Madison Academy, 3rd place Hubbertville.
Division 2 winners were: 1st place
Madison County High, 2nd place Boaz High,
3rd place Sulligent High.
that Officers Constable, McDaniel, and
Treece left the apartment with the three
young men between 4:30 and 4:45 A.M.
When asked for comment, two university
police officers declined, referring all ques
tions to Chief Nayman.
Jane Mathis-Hopkins, director of univer
sity housing, was unavailable for comment
by press time.
The Huntsville Police Department in
formed the exponent that they had no record
of any HPD cruisers dispatched to or near
the UAH campus during the time period in
question.
Reports reaching the exponent office have
placed another male, who was not a UAH
student, at the scene of the dispute. These
reports have also stated that the fourth male
fled with the weapon. As of press time,
these reports had not been confirmed.

FOR FACULTY AND STAFF
TO THE BURSAR'S OFFICE
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Winners of JETS Test
Division five winners were: 1st place
Bob Jones High, 2nd place Erwin High of
Birmingham, 3rd placeEast Lawrence High.
Division seven winners were: 1st place
Berry High, 2nd place Shades Valley High
of Birmingham,3rd place Hewitt-Trussville
High.

The overall winner of the JETS test was
Berry High. Each division first place winner
got medallions. Berry High will have to
defend their right to hold the trophy at next
year's JETS test.

Joust 1 Launch set for March 29
By Rick Mould
University Relations
The launch of Joust 1, a commercial
suborbital rocket launch that will carry 10
materials and biotechnology experiments,
is set for 8:30 a.m. (EST) March 29 from
Launch Complex 20 at the Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station in Florida.
Joust 1 is sponsored by the University of
Alabama in Huntsville's Consortium for
Materials Development of Space (UAH
CMDS), a NASA Center for the Commer
cial Development of Space(CCDS). Orbital
Sciences Corp., Space Data Division, of
Chandler, Ariz., under a contract with the
UAH CMDS, will provide the rocket and
launch services. Teledyne-Brown Engi
neering, Huntsville, Ala., will handle the
payload integration.
Space Data will use its Prospector rocket
to lift the payload about 400 miles into
space. The one-stage rocket will provide
about 13 minutes of micro-gravity for the
experiments. The payload is expected to
land in the Atlantic Ocean about 200 miles
downrange and will be recovered by ship
and returned to Cape Canaveral.
The Joust 1 flight will involve participa
tion from four other NASA commercial
development centers. The CCDS payload
participants include:
VAH CMDS-Threeexperiments dealing
with materials science and processing.
Center for Advanced Materials at Battelle
Ijahoratories. Columbus. Ohio - Three ex

periments focused on materials processing.
The Center for Cell Research at Penn
State - This experiment is a test of the Penn
State Bio-module, a multi-purpose robotic
minilab.
Bioserve Space Technologies at the
University of Colorado-Boulder - One
biotechnology apparatus supporting a va
riety of industrial and university experi
ments.
Center for Commercial Development of
Space Power and Advanced Electronics at
Auburn University - Power distribution and
control units.
Two industrial members of the UAH
CMDS will have experiments as part of the
payload.
Thiokol Corp., Logan,Utah - A materials
science experiment with thin films.
Instrumentation Technology Associ
ates (ITA) Exton, Penn. - The Materials
Dispersion apparatus will hold experiments
in biomedical, manufacturing processesand
fluid sciences fields.
The launch is funded in part by a grant
from NASA's Office of Commercial Pro
grams. The UAH CMDS isone of 16 NASA
Centers for the Commercial Development
of Space. Total cost for the launch, payload
and launch services is about S3 million.
This is the fourth commercial launch
sponsored by the UAH CMDS. The previ
ous launches — all part of the consortium's
Consort launch series — were undertaken
at White Sands Missile Range in New
Mexico.

YES, I want to be a part of the
new and improved exponent

Here is my voluntary contribution of:
• $5 • $10 Q$20 Q Other

send or bring to exponent, UC Room 104, UAH,
Huntsville, AL 35899

Dr. Ron Kogerpresents trophy to the winning Grissom team: Shawn Askew, Wendy
Steadman, Tony, and Eric Sung at the Alabama Scholastic Competition Association
District Tournament hosted by UAH. Their advisor is Avis Satterfield.
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Unity solution to prejudice — Black
UAT & USSR start student exchange
secret society, Theta Nu Epsilon.
History Month focuses on The Dream.
Alumni Affairs Director Walt Graham program.
The University of North Alabama —
Integration at the Capstone: reprints of
Resigns.
Abortion — an Informed People — articles from 1970-91 called The Struggle The Flor-Ala
Selective Service says draft fears un
A1P is a new group providing "neutral" Continues.
UAT granted one million dollars from founded.
abortion information.
Faculty Senate presented budget 1991Jazz studies professor and student travel the National Endowment for the Humani
1992.
ties to preserve historical collections.
to Costa Rica.
Andrew Young discusses U.S. eco
Alabama attorney General Jimmy
Chinese New Year of the Sheep cel
Evans speaks to the 99th graduating class of nomic competition and 1996 Olympics.
ebrated.
Students support UNA day care center.
Integration at the Capstone—Crimson the University Law Enforcement Academy.
Sign language course offered through
Student Coalition for Community
White publishes stories from 1956 to 1969,
including a first-hand account of a reporter Health offers credit for summer program community education.
Media services gives instructional
in class with Autherine Lucy [Foster] in improving the quality of life in rural coun
support.
ties.
1956.
426 students make the Dean's List.
Telephone interview with Autherine University of Alabama at Birmingham
Auditions held for Brave New World to be
Lucy Foster, Crimson White discovers she — Kaleidoscope
USGA forms committee to watch performed April 26, 27 & 28.
is a student at UAT.
SGA and UPC sponsor a leadership
Alumni groups becoming more in UAB's actions on handicapped issues.
Jail escapee steals a UAB student'scar retreat.
volved in the affairs of university fraterni
Prayer vigil for peace, love and hope
ties in order to bring "greater stability to at gunpoint and crosses state line.
Student complaints move administra co-sponsored by the University Adminis
their respective chapters."
tration, Christian Student Union, Baptist
UAT lacks minority representation in tion to work on parking program.
New telecommunication education Campus Ministries and Wesley Founda
faculty make-up.
Co-ed housing not wanted by students. system will link professors and students at tion.
Five crimes reported on campus in
Nelson Mandela's daughter Maki lec UAB, UAH, & UAT.
January.
Media ignoring anti-war movement.
tures on campus.
Sea Lab at Dauphin Island provides
Mothers-to-be need education pro
University officials to set up a plan for
credit and experience.
Greek accreditation by next Fall.
grams,
Student ActivitiesSecretary off for two
UAB Greeks doing their part in war
Faculty expresses a concern about pro
years — to Nairobi as a missionary.
ration; UAT full professor salaries 84.4 % time.
Arts Alive, Handy deadlines are set.
Greeks start support system for troops.
of full professor salaries at the University of
Exercise results in positive side effects.
UAB's Campus Crime Statistics: 58
Florida.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GLA) criminal incidents in November, 45 in De
The Auburn Plainsman
cember.
holds a panel "Straight Gay Talk."
Professor plays role in Bush's energy
UAB security guards no longer carry
UAT student survives transplant.
policy.
Nationwide teleconference discusses The weapons.
Police charge two Birmingham men in
Charles Willie says fairness, respect
Riss in Campus Racism — Causes and
Auburn student's death.
still needed to achieve racial equality.
Solutions.
School raises funds for Liberal Arts by
USGA says all buildings need handi
Professor writes that a far more useful
phone.
topic [than the above] would be The Rise in capped-student entrances.
Breast implant please some, concent
UAB holds blood drive.
Campus Sex Crimes Against Women: end
others.
UAB radio station down the tubes.
ing it.
Programs help pre-med students to get ac
Drug use, abuse leads to trouble.
cepted before first class.
Professor of family & child develop
Student Affairs begins program to keep
ment
resigns amid sexual misconduct
traditional students enrolled.
Marian Delaney Sampson
charges.
Habitat for Humanity starts UAB
.Steve Whipple
Artificial noses uncover bombs.
Associate Editor
chapter.
Board
approves8.13 % tuition increase.
..MaryAnn Hammonds
Business Manager*
F orbidden Planet like Shakespeare in
SGA
[president
vetoes pay raises for
..
Lara I ,ee
Ad Design.
Space.
SGA
executive
officers.
News Editor.................
Doug Brewer
An emotional fish needs tartar sauce.
Hold on Miss Auburn results prompts
Montevallo
— The Alabanuan.
Entertainment Editor—...—...
—
—Johnny West
charge of sexism.
The Alabamian is stolen from news
Sports Editor
..................
—.Jennifer Grace
Relations improve between Faculty,
locations
by Greek students when storyReporters
Senate
and Administrative leaders.
appears concerning Pi Kappa Phi - Alpha
James Bradford
Students
seek answers in Gulf Crisis.
Phi Alpha Inter Fraternity Council Case.
Sean Chenoweth
Cri
mes
prompt
city police to hit streets.
The Residence Hall Association be
Patrick M. Haden
NASA
ranks
Auburn
Center number one.
comes Campus Living Association.New
Council
approves
new parking lot.
Joseph Larney
Student Development Center is p\ush and
Hoi
low
Men
comes
up empty in Cresta.
Karin Licht
practical.
Black
artists
reveal
statements
on social
Kelly Pennick
Six Montevallo students ca!lcd-up for war.
injustice.
David Rogers
American Conference for Irish Studies
GTA's may translate to teaching diffi
held at Montevallo".
Ken Shetton
culties.
Editorcondemns censorship.
Helga Thompson
Author predicts repeal of Apartheid^
Elizabeth Dewberry Vaughn provides
Mary Wallace
Thrill
seekers: Paintball players live to
an insightful reading from her novel.
Interim Reporters
kill.
Troy State University — The Tropolitan
Emalee Craft
Student says she is worried a' ~ '
Grill fire in the Chancellor's house causes
Troy King traveling.
scare.
Marti Thurman
Pre-business student found c
SGA rallies to support troops.
Monday.
Production Supervisor..Patrick M. Haden
TSU graduate ArthurGalvin Shot down
Johnny Carr speaks at Black His
E u y o u t E d i t o r — s a n dr a H i c e
over Iraq —Missing in Action.
Month.
Layout Assistant.-.-.*.—
——.—.-.—Steve Whipple
Two TSU students sought for Oxford
Statewide rally brings universities
Typesettists-—————Joe ThomasJames Tindell
seminar.
gether in support of war.
Computer Operators
TSU has 64 students in 1991 Who's
Auburn pilots new DUI test for sfc
Who.
J* David Anderson
Alumnus predicts munitions shorn
Red Cross blood drive supports the
| Qasem Bdier
Exposure
to new music reveals roc
troops.
Tom Thammachote |'
ineptitude.
New Marine Club targets Oceans.
EdWUcox
' ' *
•
Pushers lure youths to Reefer M,
Alabama Conservancy Director says
S e c r e t a r y * — — » R a i i j i tP r a d h a n
ness.
Alabama losing to pollution.
Ad Sales.*——Brian Collins, James Carter, Kenny Fox, Joe Thomas
Tuskegee mayor plays Trombones.
Ye approaches art from modern angle.
Suuj/e's art feels like a dreary day.
Circulation.—
James Carter
Hortor sings songs from history bor *
Sin-'^T
forces foil sports fan's viewi
Delivery.-. .—
.—...Doug Brewer
TSU dancers perform show to musical
pleasure.
I, David Rogers, RudySetiawan
themes.

Tuscaloosa -The Crimson White
UAT employee involved in alleged rape
reassigned.
Campus Peace and Justice Coalition
and Cuban Solidarity Committee present
forum on Persian Gulf War.
Former UAT President Frank Rose dies
of Cancer in Washington, DC.
SGA V-elect vows to make the SGA "a
force to be reckoned with."
The SGA will erect a marker at the site
where Gov. George C. Wallace attempted
to prevent integration at UAT.
University Police say Vandalism at
Rose Towers not unusual.
Defeated candidate challenges results
of SGA election.
University psychology department
. linic to offer counseling for HIV positive
people.
Rash of false alarms keeps fire station
busy.
Editorial - Tolerance of Gay Rights
will help straights.
Campus Peace and Justice Coalition
holds a rally at Denny Chimes to protest the
war.
SGA Senator vows to better Bama
Dining.
SGA Presidcnt-ele. t Trey Boston, sets
goals for SGA.
Head Coach Gene Stallings pleasde
with recruits.
Tide signs top prep football recruits.
The Internal Affairs Division of the
Birmingham Police Department finds police
not at fault in the violence following the
1990 Iron Bowl.
The Summit Brass appears at Moody.
Crimson White institutes a new monthly
page "valuing diversity."
The Office of Student Life to take the
initiative in formulating a policy on the
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Edgar Melton Addresses History Forum
Melton, however, doubted that anti-So
viet sentiment would destroy the empire.
In a provocative lecture, Edgar Melton, To illustrate his reasoning he offered two
professor of history at Wright State Univer examples, the Central Asian republics and
sity, argued that the Soviet Union would the Baltic states. In the Central Asian re
publics, policy after World II included a
overcome its nationalities problems and
"Soviet
affirmative action program." This
remain a great power. Most commentators,
he said, were wrong to have printed "obitu favored Asian groups over Russians, help
ing educate and establish local ethnic party
aries" for the death of the Soviet empire.
• The doom-sayers have argued that the leaders. Ironically Gorbachev's anti-cor
demise of Soviet control over Eastern Eu ruption campaign, by takingactions against
rope and of centralized state planning signi this Asian elite, had encouraged riots by
fied the endof empire. The empire would be nationalistic students. The students reasoned
that although local leaders were gangsters
buried in one of three possible funeral ar
rangements. It could disintegrate into inde "at least they were our gangsters."
But thjs anti-Soviet feeling was limited.
pendent states like Austria-Hungary at the
Central
Asians were not alienated enough
end of World War I. Alternatively some
from
Soviet
rule to turn to the only real
form of confederation of statescould evolve:
either a loose union like the British Com alternative, Islamic fundamentalism, which
monwealth or a tight one like Tito's Yugo attracted only ten percent of the population.
Consequently Melton predicted that no full
slavia.
Believing that"rumors of the death of the blown nationalist uprising wouldemerge in
Soviet Union had been high exaggerated," the Central Asian republics.
The Baltic republics, he said, had become
Dr. Melton presented another alternative
"the
real neuralgic spot" in the Soviet Em
scenario: 'The Empire Strikes Back." The
Soviet state, he csid, would become like the pire. The people of Lithuania, Latvia, and
Czarist Empire of ihe late Nineteenth Cen Estonia have recently sought independence.
tury. Like its predecessor, the state would These peoples had a very different cultural
heritage from the rest of the Soviet Union
maintain control over rebellious peoples by
authoritarianism and appeals to Great and felt closer ties to Germany and Poland.
Russian chauvinism. Within the empire Moreover the Baltic peoples were unique in
economic and political reforms would experiencing political independence be
tween the two world wars; they participated
continue.
The present crisis of nationalities had in armed resistance to Soviet occupation
several sources. The Soviet Union was after 1945.
Melton believed that the Soviet Union
composed of more than one hundred differ
had
no economic interest in keeping the
ent ethnic groups, including more than
twenty major ones. Since the late 1800s baltic republics. They were not large,
many of these peoples have longed for populous, or wealthy. If economics were
political independence. Oppression of na the only consideration the states could be
tionalism began under the Czars, continued "Finlandized" and be given domestic au
under Communist rule, and became mur tonomy.
Strategic motives, however, would pre
derous under Stalin.
by History Forum Committee

vent Finlandization of the Baltic states. With
its withdrawal from Eastern Europe the
Soviet Union had turned from an offensive
military strategy to a defensive one. The
republics thus became crucial to protect the
right flank and to maintain control over the
Baltic Sea.
In addition the Soviet leadership thought
that Baltic nationalism could be controlled.
They assumed, and Melton agreed, that
nationalism was led by intellectuals who
lacked real mass support. He predicted that
once economic reforms became effective,
intellectuals would decline in influence and^
leadership would pass to a less nationalistic
commercial elite. In the meantime, Soviet

leaders could use opportunities created by
the lack of external threats to control
problems with nationalities and to continue
a program of slow and thoughtful reforms.
The 1991 History Forum will conclude
on Tuesday, March 5 with the appearance
of Professor Marcelline Hutton of the Uni
versity of Texas at El Paso. We hope to see
you all for Dr. Hutton's lecture on
"Perestroika: AnotherImpossible N.E.P.?"

4.S&

AHF Awards Grants to UAB, UAH & UAT
The Alabama Humanities Foundation
(AHF) awarded mini grants to several
nonprofit organizations statewide during
the months of December and January. In
December, the Department of Anthropology
at the University of Alabama at Birmingham
received $2000.00 to organize its lecture/
discussion series on Gandhi and Martin
Luther King, Jr. The series entitled "Gandhi
and King for the Nineties — A Public
Discourse on Ethics and Sustainability" will
relate the philosophiesof the two men to the
social, political, and economc issues of the
nineties.
Also in December, the Department of
History at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville received $1997.50 to hold three
publ ic foru ms di scussi ng "Black Americans
and the Bill of Rights: A Critical Assess
ment." These forums will analyze the rela
tionship of black Americans to the Bill of
Rights and the effects of this relationship in

today's society. The department also re
ceived a $2000.00 grant to hold a series of
five public addresses and discussions. The
series, entitled "The Soviet Union: Super
power in Crisis," will attempt to place the
crisis in the Soviet Union in historical per
spective.
During January, the German Club and
the University of Alabama were awarded
$2000.00 for their joint lecture/discussion
series entitled "Amerika At The Crossroads:
Changi ng German Perceptions of the U ni ted
States." Specialists in German Studies will
discuss how America has influenced Ger
man events and ideas. Spring Hill College
will receive $2000.00 to present a panel of
scholars discussing "A Living History of
the Civil Rights Movement." They will
provide a historical perspective on the
causes, origi ns, and effects of the movement
which shape the present-day.

THE CAMPUS MINISTRY ASSOCIATION
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
THE UAH UNIVERSITY CENTER
will present

THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING TO
WILLIE NELSON
March 11,1991, Monday UAH University Center 7:30 P.M.

Signing o{j Qntentammt and ^e^ection
featuring

Robert M. Shelton
Author, Speaker, and Academic Dean of Austin Seminary
Join us as we use the music and lyrics of Willie Nelson to discover..,
The Art of Being Human...
The Pain and Promise of Relationships...
The Meaning of Gifts...
Living with Mystery...
Endings and Beginnings...
The Nature of Hospitality.

This Event is a gift to the University, religious, and larger
community

UAH President Joseph Moquin, center, holds the first of three installments of a $30.1
pledge by First Alabama Bank, Huntsville, in support of the university's eminent scholar
in the humanities. Joining Moquin are the co-chairs of UAH's Campaign for the
Humanities, Betsy Lowe, left and Guy Spencer, right, Dr. Johanna Shields, faculty
coordinatorfor the humanities campaign, and Steve Monger, president of First Alabama
Bank, Huntsville.

First Alabama Bank pledges $30,000
to UAH Campaign for the Humanities
First Alabama Bank pledges $30,000 in support of UAH's eminent scholar in the
humanities, according to Steve Monger, president of First Alabama Bank, Huntsville.
"Although specialization is necessary in today's highly technical environment, we look
for university graduates who can communicate, express themselves clearly, and who
understand human nature," Monger said. "A quality program in the humanities will
enhance the educational opportunities to be afforded UAH students."
First Alabama's support "shows a commitment to maintaining Huntsville's unique
quality of life, as well as a commitment to the university's programs," said UAH Interim
President Joseph Moquin.
Besty Lowe and Guy Spencer as co-chairs of UAH's campaign for the humanities. The
endowed chair in the humanities may be used to recruit a scholar in one area of study, such
as ethics and science, moral philosophy, or language and literature, or it may rotate
annually among visiting scholars. Eminent scholars are considered experts in their
academic disciplines, scholars with international reputations, and leaders in teaching and
research.
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Health

Health Check
by D. K. Thompson, M.S.N., C.R.N.P
UAH Wellness Center
1) Q. How long can I use my makeup?
A. — Mascara - 3 months. Needs to be
stored in a cool place, if the brush does not
touch anything other than your eyelashescan safely be used up to 6 months. Do not
share your mascara with friends.—Pencil
Eyeliner - Up to 3 years. —Face Powder
Powered Eye Shadow - 3 years or longer.
Maybe come flaky with age. —Lipstick - 2
years. Keep away from heat —Nail polish
-1 - 2 years if cap tightly closed. May last
twice as long. For more information, see the
March 1991 issue of Glamour.
2) Q. How long can someone go without
sleep?
A. There are four stages of sleep, ranging

from Stage 1 - Rapid Eye Movement (REM
sleep) to Stage 4 - a deep sleep. Numerous
studies have been done on the effects of lack
of sleep in the various stages of sleep. It has
been documented that a total lack of sleep
for 1-3 days can result in a psychopathology. It has also been documented that a
decrease or lack of REM sleep or deep sleep
can also result in depression, schizophrenia,
anxiety states, and other psychopathologies.
The amount of sleep deprivation required to
demonstrate such pathologies vary among
individuals.
3) Q. What isa rubber dam ? (Also known as
a latex barrier)
A. A rubber dam is use to cover the vaginal
opening whenever there is a chance of the
oral nucosa. Also use by dentists in numer
ous dental procedures.

Apples and Pears — Not Just
Fruit Anymore
According to UAH Health-Care Professional
by Joyce Anderson Maples
University Relations
Roseanne Barr is an apple. Zsa Zsa
Gabor is a pear.
Whocares? What difference does itmake?
The difference, health care specialists say,
could very well mean a matter of life or
death.
"We used to refer to pear-shaped indi
viduals as being bottom heavy, hippy or
having thunder thighs. If most of your
weight is below the waist, you are consid
ered a pear," said Donna K. Thompson,
director of the University of Alabama in
Huntsville's College of Nursing Wellness
Center.
"People who look like they have inner
tubes or spare tires around their middle and
are round from the stomach up to the breast
bone are apples," she added.
Thompson warns that although all obe
sity is risky, pears tend to be healthier and
are less likely to be diagnosed with serious
illnesses.
"There are nomain internal organs below
the hips other than blood vessels for fat to
cling to on pear shaped individuals,"
Thompson explained. "However, apples
are victims of intense, internal body fat
called visceral fat, which lies deep in the
body and collects and sticks to internal
organs such as the abdomen, spleen, and
intestines."
- According to a recent health report in

"People who look like they have
inner tubes or spare tires around
their middle and are round from the
stomach up to the breastbone are
apples," she added.
"PARADE Magazine," apples fall prey
more often to heart disease, high blood
pressure, diabetes, gallbladder disease, gout,
stroke and - perhaps most frightening of all
— cancer. Pears generally stay relatively
healthy longer.
Besides causing ill effects on the circula
tory system, belly fat also may raise the risk
of breast cancer in older women, the report
said.
Thompson noted that it's important for an
individual to know die difference between
overweight and obese. The two, she said,
are being used interchangeably.
"If you weigh less than 20 percent over
your ideal body weight, then you are overweightand notobese," Thompson explained.
"A person is considered obese if their weight
is more than 20 percent over their ideal body
weight
"Standard weightcharts, where individual
body weight can be determined, are now
being revised to modify five additional
pounds for women, and six for men. For
example, the previous weight for a five-foot
female was 100 pounds. That will soon
change to 105 pounds," she said.
Thompson pointed out that obesity also

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team"diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right —
20poundsinl4 days! The basis ofthe diet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" —no starvation
— because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only Si 0.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service) - to: SlimQuik, P.O.Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © 1990
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Public Seminar on
"Prevention of Strokes"
by Thalia Haak
UAH School of Primary Medical Care

"When part of the brain dies, noth
ing will restore that portion of it.
Strokes can leave you half dead and
"We hear a lotabout prevention and treat half alive."

ment of cancer and heart disease," William
Hubbard, M.D., observes, "but relatively
little about preventing strokes, this nation's
third leading cause of death. Strokes killed
150,000 Americans in 1986 and left another
million people with disabilities."
"Among this country's major causes of
death and impairment, stroke above all is
the condition for which prevention is the
only truly effective treatment. When part of
the brain dies, nothing will restore that
portion of it. Strokes can leave you half
dead and half alive."
Dr. Hubbard is associate professor of
family medicine at the UAH School of
Primary MedicalCare. On Tuesday evening,
March 19, at 7:30 p.m., in the UAH Clinical
Science Center Lecture Hall, he will give a
free public seminar on "Prevention of
Strokes."
"Strokes isn't just one condition," Dr.
Hubbard notes, "but a syndrome that occurs
in a variety of ways and may happen at any
age. In the seminar, we'll review the differ
ent types of stroke and the risk factors
associated with them. We'll discuss the
major risk factors for strokes in general,
including high blood pressure, heart dis
ease, diabetes, and smoking, among others.

We' 11 focus on those risk factors that we can
do something about, rather than factors like
age and family history that are beyond our
control. Hypertension is the leading risk
factor for strokes, yet because it doesn't
cause obvious discomfort. It's often ig
nored."
"Prevention of strokes occurs at three
levels: identification of risk factors and
learning to control them; early detection
once a stroke has occurred; and prevention
of disability or death after having a stroke.
Since having a stroke puts you at greater
risk for future strokes, prevention is just as
important at this stage as at the earliest
level."
Dr. Hubbard's seminar on "Prevention of
Strokes"ispartof the Prescription For Health
free public lecture series presented monthly
by the UAH School of Primary Meical
Care. The seminars are held in the UAH.
Clinical Science Center Lecture Hall, at
Governors Drive and Gallatin Street across
from Huntsville Hospital.The parking lot is
entered from Gallatin Street. Please phone
the UAH School of Primary Medical Care
Communications Office, 551-4424, for fur
ther information.

Governor Hunt Seeks Help for
Nine Year Old
Governor Guy Hunt has asked all Alabamians to come to the aid of a Birmingham
child suffering from Biliary Atresia, a liver
disease that will claim the child's life if she
is unable to obtain a liver transplant.
Marnett Pullom, the daughter of an em
ployee of the state, has been evaluated by
the Ochsner Transplant Center in New Or
leans as requiring the transplant, but the
transplant will be extremely expensive. Even
though her insurance will cover up to 80%
of the-cost the family will still face thou
sands of dollars of expense. The operation

alone is S175,000.
Governor Hunt said, "I hope that all of us
who have been blessed with good health
and fortune will join together to help the
Pullom family in their time of need." First
Lady Helen Hunt joined Governor Hunt in
saying that their thoughts and prayers are
with Marnett and her family.

causes psychological and social problems
such as low self-esteem, anorexia, bulimia,
and discrimination.
"Obesity is a problem that has to be met
head-on, starting with a visit to a health-care
professional for individual nutritional ad
vice and an exercise program," Thompson
said. "The weight can come off without
exercise — but it won't stay off without it."
She also advises yearly physicals and a
baseline EKG (electrocardiogram) for indi-

viduals age 35 and older. "In addition, for
every 20 pounds lost, an EKG is needed to
make sure the heart, which is the most
important muscle in the body, is not in any
kind of stress."
Also needed, but not available in pre
scription form, is a good dose of "selfesteem," Thompson added. "The key to an
effective weight loss plan is a positive out
look, and to set small, realistic hurdles that
are easier to jump over."

A fund has been set up in Marnett Pullom' s
name at all AmSouth Banks. Donations
may be made of Children's Transplant
Association For Marnett Pullom.

HEMSI Community Education/
UAH Save A Heart Saturday
UAH students may learn CPR (Cardio
Pulminary Resuscitation)on Saturday,May
18, 1991 with classes beginning each hour
on the hour from 8 am to 12 noon. Partici
pants move through at their own pace, with
most completing within 4 hours.
There is a nominal fee of $5.00/person.
UAH students will be trained free by show
ing their student ID.
Fill out the registration form and drop it in
the registration box at the UC or mail it
along with the fee to: Save A Heart Satur
day; P.O. Box 7108; Huntsville, Al. 35807
UAH students must pre-register by May
11, 1991 to receive the class free. All late

registrators must pay the S5.00/person fee.
Participants may attend without a reserva
tion if space exists.
Participants register, view a fill and dem
onstration, read a booklet, practice on a
manikin, and demonstrate skills to a volun
teer American Heart Association instructor
before receiving an American Heart Asso
ciation certificate, valid for one year. Stu
dents will learn mouth-to-mouth breathing,
one person CPR, and choking techniques.
They will also receive a tee-shirt. Anyone
over the age twelve may attend. Training
will take place at the University of Alabama
in Huntsville University Center.
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EDITORIALS

by Marian Delaney Sampson
editor
. This has been an interesting year for administrators in higher education in the state of
Alabama. In several instances around the state Boards of Trustees have found themselves
at odds with administrators, faculty had been at odds with their administration and often
students have been at odds with their administrators, their board and their faculty.
Often the problems stem from a failure to disclose all of the facts by those in authority.
For instance, what possible reason was there to be not only secretive but downright
untruthful about the reason Louis Padulo stepped down as president of UAH?
Why on earth does Martin reveal why Curran is not welcome to tenure at Auburn?
In the latest fiasco, Governor Guy Hunt met with the board of Alabama A&M at a resort
location in the other end of the state to get rid of Carl Marbury and appoint a Harvardeducated Republican who just happened to be waiting in the wings.
Now, according to the local press, faculty, students and alumni at A&M are in an uproar
claiming that this forced resignation is part of a conspiracy by Hunt to "give A&M" to
UAH.
Forget it!
One, the idea of a consolidated University of Huntsville makes so much sense it will
never happen.
Two, if the two schools combined half the lawyers in the state would have to go back to
work instead of whiling away their hours in the Title VI case. Alabama taxpayers' money
might go toward education instead of toward redecorating corporate law offices.
Three, if there is some conspiracy afoot, it is much more likely to be UAH being given
to A&M. Come on neighbors, our support from the powers that be in this state has been
so close to nil that it is a wonder we are considered a state institution.
Four, a merger between the schools would eliminate a whale of a lot of duplication
(especially in overhead) and be of such economic benefit to the Alabama taxpayers that I
can almost guarantee it will never happen.
Most of those folks in Montgomery do not even realize that there is any part of Alabama
north of Birmingham.
Which leads me to the real topic of this editorial, the UAH budget.
I was told last week that student's "don't care" about the budget. I do not believe that
that is true.
Students care about costs. One thing that is as certain as death and taxes is that costs for
students at UAH are going up.
Students will be paying more for everything on campus next year, from parki ng to tuition
to meals to rent to books to labs.
One of the tuition increase'figures being tossed around in recent UAH committee
meetings (to which no student is privy) is eight percent.
State treasurerGeorge Wallace Jr. has issued a statement saying that all state schools will

Guide the future by the past
by Steve Whipple
associate editor
Come with me, if you will, to Jan. 16,1920—a day of radical change in the United States
of America. One sole event on this day will transform the economic, social, and political
structure of this country to such a degree that the U.S. Government will admit that it made
a mistake and, in just thirteen short years, will proceed to reverse itsown national law. The
event to which I am referring is the ratification of the 18th Amendment prohibiting the
manufacture, sale, or transportation of alcoholic liquors.
Prohibition caused a massive amount of disturbance in this country. Men and women
who had previously been unemployed found a profitable career in bootlegging. Minor
criminal figures suddenly discovered that they had power and pull they had once only
dreamed of. Political icons (not known for maintaining scruples in the face of the Big
Money) found it quite easy to earn under-the-table cash by simply averting their eyes at
the right time. Many people were dying from unsafe illegally-made alcohol. Even more
were being killed to guarantee that territorial distribution borders were observed. Police
authority was undercut and law enforcement was spread very thin. Crime on all levels grew
rampant as citizens became intrigued by the riskiness of taking a drink.
Making drinking illegal did not make it less desirable. The alcohol was there if you were
willing to pay, rnd the "wrong" (we might describe them as "purely capitalistic") people
were becoming rich by seeing that the American demand was met. Officials couldn't see
it (or maybe didn't want to), but the root of the problem was money. When all possible
solutions had been exhausted and it was realized that alcohol would be consumed
regardless of any law, Prohibition was finally lifted. The law-abiding element of the
country sighed in relief as liquor became the commodity it had once been.
Now let's return to the present day. Our president has declared a "war on drugs" in
America. Apparently, he feels that devoting millions of dollars to law enforcement and
anti-drug campaigns will resolveour drug problem. He is wrong. Once again, money is the
key issue and it's being ignored as the "morality" aspect of drug use is focused upon.
I believe that, as with Prohibition, the only feasible solution for stifling our narcotic
dilemma is the complete legalization of all drugs in the United States. Let me provide some
method to my madness:
1. Once legalized, drugs can be placed under strict governmental quality controls. This
will eliminate needless deaths due to impurities found in homemade narcotics. In addition,
quantities and dosages can be dictated and regulated to reduce the opportunities for
overdose.
2. Legalized drugs can be taxed heavily, providing federal revenue.
3. Making drugs legal completely removes the criminal element from the drug industry.
This alone accomplishes three things. First, it eases the burden of our overstressed,
underpaid police forces. Second, it takes the money and power that are currendy associated
with the drug trade out of the hands of crime bosses—drugs, like any other business, will
be subject to supply and demand and free enterprise competition. Third, it tears down any
mystique that our youth might associate with the glamorous life of a drug lord.
4. As with alcohol, laws can be created to make it illegal to operate a vehicle under the
influence of drugs.
5. Legalized drugs can be grown and manufactured in the United States, creating a new

increase their tuition. Auburn's Board of Trustees has already approved an 8.13 percent
increase for next year.
If you look at the pie charts on the front page of this paper, it appears that students do
not pay their fair share at UAH.
However, take a second look. Tuition and fees account for over $14 million by my
calculations. An additional [almost] $4 million comes out of student pockets for "auxiliary
enterprises" (rent, food, bookstore, athletics, etc - all of which must be self-supporting).
Instruction at UAH only cost $24 million last year.
Considering the fact that most of us are also taxpayers in this state and the state [us —
the state's sole source of support] provided over $27 million to UAH, I would say that we
students - and our spouses and parents — are doing a pretty fair job of financing this
University.
Before student tuitions are raised again, I would suggest that a few other steps be
instituted:
For example, the cars that are provided to administrators — it seems to me that people
making six figures a yearcan afford to fight it out with the finance companies like the rest
of us.
Mobile phones? This has to be the ultimate crass invention of all times. Surely academics
and those who work around them could settle for "I'm sorry, Dr. Nameless is unavailable
right now. May I please take a message?"
And Echols Hill. There issomething really obscene about an institution as young as we
are being involved in the Title VI case in the first place and, in the second place, renting
the home of former slave owners for our President just gives the wrong image. Besides,
whatever happened to the house UAH owned downtown? Or what is wrong with the
Noojin house? [Granted, groups would have to party more at the Bevil Center or the
University Center, but these are really not bad facilities.]
Why is there $15,000 in the budget for an airplane? Do we own one? Rent one? Is it used
for any other purpose than to save people the three hour trip to Tuscaloosa?
Before the administration of this University decides to raise tuition or roll back salaries,
I hope that they will take a good lookat a number of expenses that are probably unnecessary
to the proper functioning of a state university.
I sincerely believe that the present UAH administration is doing the best job they
possibly can to try to deal with the ongoing financial problems at UAH, which, for the most
part, they did not cause. I have made some suggestions on ways to cut expenses in this
editorial. I honestly do not know how much money could be saved by my suggestions
because it is almost impossible to trace some costs in the UAH budget. However, cutting
out the unnecessary frills would certainly send a sign to the staff, faculty and student body
that this is a serious matter and that everybody is going to share equally [if giving up a free
car ranks with not making enough money to pay your child care] in the hardships that may
have to be endured if we are to continue as a viable institution.
I am positive that many members of the UAH community have their own cost-cut
ting and revenue-producing ideas. If you send them to the exponent we will publish them.

American job market while limiting the boomingeconomies of Colombia, Cuba, Peru, etc.
These are only a few of the reasons for legalization. There are more. You need only look
at the justifications for why alcohol is legal to understand why drugs need to be.
Of course we have to persuadeour children that drugs are not an answer to theirproblems.
That is not even an arguable issue. The real question is, "What are we going to do to stop
the incredible flow of narcotics through the veins of this country?" My offered solution is
extreme and may not be the answer. But what is? Time is running short for this nation's
future. We need to do something and it needs to be done now.

IF YOU'RE INTO DOPE,
YOU MIGHT AS WELL SMOKE THIS

There's one sure way to see
your future go up in smoke.

businesses lost more than S60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 will be

Do Drugs.
Last year alone. America's

administering drug tests. If you

fail the test, you're out of a job.
The message is simple.
Doing drugs could blow your
whole education.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS
fat a l2$tMy-<Jtu almu-iaa
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Notes from the Undergrad
by Doug Brewer
news editor

Important Stuff

O

ne of the less appetizing aspects of this job is
that anyone with twenty nine cents can mail
me a critique of my column. This can be fright
ening, but sometimes it helps.
- A common thread running through many of these
letters is the charge that my space on this page is too often
given over to rampant triviality.
This is true, but quite beside the point. In fairness,
though, since it is a fairly regular accusation, I've decided
to take heed and write about important stuff.
Thumbing through the papers published downtown, in
search of important stuff, I find that there is an issue on
many people's minds. The issue is apparently topical
enough to warrant official response, as I have in my grubby
little paws a news release from the esteemed Alabama
Department of Public Safety.
The issue is §32-5-215, which many of you will
immediately recognize as Alabama's window tinting law.
I know I did.
This is such a big issue that, gosh, I don't know how
many people have brought it to my attention lately. The
phone rings, and I answer:
Me: "exponent office. This is Doug."
Voice: "I want to bring §32-5-215 to your attention.
Goodbye."
Me: "Thank you. Goodbye."
Okay, so that was only a dramatization, but you get the
idea.
This just in: there is a front page article about window
tinting in The Crimson White, the student newspaper at
Tuscaloosa, announcing enforcement of the new law and
that a trooper would be on campus to check the level of
tinting on student vehicle windows.
In none of the letters to the papers downtown has there
been any mention of reasons for having tinted windows in
the first place.
So, I shall now give you five uses for tinted windows
on cars.
1. They let everyone know which idiot has the Paula
Abdul tape.

2. They let you drive wearing funny clothes.
3. They let you drive wearing no clothes.
4. They let the police have a reason to follow you
around.
5. They let you pick your nose in heavy traffic.
Some would argue that they have tinted windows for
purely cosmetic reasons. I have news for these people. A
Vega with dark windows is still a Vega. You know what I
mean?
Of course, the traditional reason for having tinted
windows is to be able to smoke a joint without having to
worry about people in other cars seeing what you're doing.
The police are well aware of this; they were teenagers when
die idea was invented.
So as faras thecops are concerned, they are now being
surrounded by geeked up drivers with loud stereos. There
fore, if you have tinted windows, you have a pretty good
chance of antagonizing the gendarmes by just getting out on
the road. This is probably not a good idea.
You may be thinking that I am against having tinted
windows. Not necessarily. There are good points. Say you
have a blind date with someone who turns out to resemble
Saddam Hussein. Considering the heavily armed local
pickup truck driver, tinted windows could save your life.
Admittedly, this is an extreme example.
At any rate, §32-5-215 went into effect on March 1.
According to the ADPS, you run the risk of being fined up
to $100 for a first conviction if less than 32 percent of
transmitted light can get through your windows.
Transmitted light, in this instance, probably refers to
that which comes out the end of those real big flashlights
that the police carry. You know, the ones that look like
softball bats. Think about it.
If you have tinted windows, and you don't know yet if
they let the proper amount of transmitted light through, you
can do one of two things. You can drive around and wait to
be noticed. If you choose this method, be sure to turn your
stereo up to lethal decibel levels. They love that.
Or, you can call your local trooper post or PD. They'11
let you make an appointment with them or let you know
where you can have the windows tested for compliance.
Once again, detir readers, I have taken your sugges
tions and shoved them into my column. All you have to do
is take my column and shove it someplace where it can help
you remember to get your windows checked.
See you next week.

THE FIRST AMENDMENT or
WHY I CAN'T SPEAK MY MIND
by Troy King
staff satirist

I

write before you a broken man. You see, it was
originally my plan to write this week's column
about sex, and morespecifically, rednecks in love.
You know, Southern Female mating calls (I am sooooo
drunk!), and the general sex appeal surrounding pick-up
trucks. However, the dearly beloved fascists that edit this
paper found the article OBSCENE! Why, if I could afford
a smartsy, fancy pants lawyer, I'd sue...Too Live Crew!
Yeah, that's the ticket! It's all their fault that someone
found my work obscene. Before TLC, if somebody didn't
like what you did, THEY DIDN'T READ IT !!! (or watch,
or listen, it's a moot point.) Oh, sure, they complained to
their neighbors, and they prevented their kids from viewing
it, but they left the artistalone. There weren't death threats,
there weren't lawsuits. So why the change? Why does
everybody suddenly have a pain in the patookus to down
everybody else? Why can't we get back to that great ole'
American tradition known as APATHY??? Why do people
sue artists? Leave them alone. Why do people hate people
with AIDS? Help them, or leave them alone. Why do
people down Homosexuals? If they don't bother you,
ignore them.
You may have noticed that all I have done so far is rant
and rave. "C'mon, Troy, BE FUNNY!" It's not as easy as
it looks. You may have also noticed that the title has had
very little to do with what the article is about. This is good,
if you think about it. I want to see (by show of hands) how
many of you would read an article entitled "Troy bitches
about the universe?" Un-hunh. Just what I thought.
Now, about complaining. Everybody complains, but
how many of you actually DO anything? Everybody wants
to complain, but nobody wants to do anything about it. Like
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government. Or taxes. Or war. Or why Zsa-Zsa Gabor only
got community service for slapping a cop.(Talk about your
travesties of justice!) The campus police, for example.
Everybody complains about what a horrible job the campus
police force is doing. Granted, there's not a lot for them to
do, but we still don't have anti-cop rallies down at the
physical plant to protest the fascists pi... uh, the police.( It's
a good thing, too, since they would probably hose us down
with machine gun fire. They don't take crap from a bunch
of hippie, long haired, commie protesters.) Everyone com
plains about the school's mismanagement of school funds.
Why don' t we lynch all the people involved?The lynchings
would provide awesome incentive for the second group,
and there's an almost unlimited supply of accountants and
administrators we could hire after we lynch the second and
third groups. Or how about all the people who think that
there shouldn't be any Liberal Arts here at UAH? Wecould
take them, stuff them into shoe boxes, and mail them to
M.I.T. or Georgia Tech or somewhere. Then, maybe, we
could get the support the Arts needs around here. By the
way, next time you're out, look at the hours our art gallery
is supposed to be open, then try to go in. It's a hoot!
Everybody complains about the elevators on campus.
Proposed solution: TAKE THE STAIRS! It's not going to
kill you, unless you're in a wheel chair, then you have a
right to complain. Parking, not a problem. Carpool. Saves
gas, saves time, and you don't have to worry about parking
in the A&W across the street. By the way, I don'town a car.
I WALK! Doesn't do any physical damage, but it does
warp the mind.
I can hear the masses now. "TROY, WHAT ARE
YOU TRYING TO SAY??!!??"
What I'm trying to say is, "If you don't feel like doing
anything, SHUT UP." There is a thing called noise pollu
tion, and all you people contribute to it. No, hey, is my time

The View From The
Right
by Ronald Byrd
columnist

L

ast week brought the liberation of Kuwait from
Iraqi oppression. U.S. and Allied forces achieved
a stunning victory over the Iragi Army and the
Republican Guard. The price of victory did not come cheap
and we should not forget our warriors who have fallen in
battle. However, the amount of casualties that our nation
suffered were miraculously low considering the size of the
conflict. Our military leaders and our Commander in Chief
acted in a very responsible and professional manner in
carrying out the operation.
Hie news reports showing the Kuwaiti citizens cheer
ing American troops and chanting "George Bush"is a good
indicator that our cause was just. The humane treatment
that the U.S. military is providing to the enemy prisoners of
war is a testimony to the professionalism of our military. I
am sad to say that the Iraqi military does not treat our
P.O.W. as good as we treat theirs.
We should be grateful to the men and women in our
armed forces, our President, and everyone who participated
in Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. We should
also be very thankful to former President Reagan and the
people in his administration who worked so hard to build up
our military forces. It should be clear to everyone now that
spending moneyon defense saves American lives. If not for
our overwhelming military superiority we certainly would
have lost more Americans in this conflict.
The nay-sayers and doom-dayers were wrong. They
said that America would get bogged down in a ground war
and we would have to reinstate the draft, they said that our
high-tech weapons would not work in the desert environ
ment, and they said that tens of thousands of Americans
would lose their lives in a war with Iraq. We should be very
proud of what our country has accompl i shed. Weshould be
very proud of the members of our nations armed forces. But
above all we should be proud to be Americans.

A Solution To The Parking/
Bitching Problem!!!
by Monica Simmonds
Columnist

I

've tried to escape it, I've tried to ignore it, but it
won't leave me alone! The fact that personally I
have had no real problem with parking here at
UAH, it has none the less followed me everywhere. Every
week there is some article in \hc exponent about the parking
problem glaring out at me. Before almost every class I
serve as a bouncing board to someone who has just wrecked
their car dueling over a parking spot. I hear, through the
exponent, that it is even a favorite topic among our ad
ministrative members. Never had a topic hounded me so,
until now.
Has no one really been able to find a solution to this
problem? As I asked a friend this question she replied, "If
we solved the parking problem, what would we bitch"
about?" I then realized die severity of the problem we are
faced with. However, do not despair, there isa solution that
will kill both these birds with one fee. RAISE THE PRICE
OF PARKING!!! I am pretty secure that in this way we can
not only solve some of the parking problem I hear so much
about but it will also give us the chance to bitch about
something new. A raise in the price of parking I believe will
lend itself to quite energetic exponential debate that could
take us well into the year 2000. "Really people, who is
going to be dissuaded from parking here at an annual fee of
$15.00?" How about $15.00 a quarter or maybe $25.00 a
quarter, will that dissuade some of us, maybe.
So I move to establish anew topic for bitching in UAH,
lets bitch about the price of parking instead. I think that
since it is my suggestion, its only fair that I set the ball
rolling, so here goes.
"CAN YOU BELIEVETHE PRICE OF PARKING HERE,
IT'S OUTRAGEOUS. DO THEY THINK WERE MADE
OUT OF MONEY, OR WHAT!!!"
up? What? NO! Stay away from that power cor
(Ed. Note: Mr. King will return with hiscolumn next week.
At the present, however, he is resting nicely in the trunk of
the editor's car. Thank You.)
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Homosexuals can change. The key is whether they want to change.

Dear exponent,
I am not writing the exponent to attack
recent pro-homosexual letters, but to make
some points that I feel are often left out
when people in the homosexual community
present their case to the public in an effort to
be accepted.
First of all, let's consider the question,
"Who are homosexuals?" Homosexuals are
people whoseek orgasmic satisfaction from
simulated sexual behavior with members of
the same sex rather than from normal sexual
behavior with the opposite sex. The homo
sexual community never stresses behavior
in their attempts to sway public opinion.
They prefer to identify themselves as an
oppressed minority calling for social jus
tice. It is important to focus on behavior
when dealing with homosexual issues.
There are many documented facts that
indicate that homosexual behavior should
cause concern. For example, a survey re
ported in the official publication of the
American Public Health Association said
that over a lifetime the typical homosexual
has forty-nine different sexual partners and
that between 8and 12 percent of homosexuals have more than five hundred partners
during their lifetime. A survey done by the
New England Journal of Medicine revealed
that 78 percent of homosexuals have been
affected at least once by a sexually transmit
ted disease(STD) and that large numbers of
homosexuals have been afflicted with ill
nesses such as urethritis, hepatitis, herpes,
pediculosis, scabies, venereal warts, and

intestinal parasites. According toarticles in
the San Jose Mercury News and The San
Francisco Chronicle Examiner "Duringthe
first decade that the gay rights laws were in
effect in San Francisco, the city saw a sharp
increase in venereal disease rate to twentytwo times the national average. Over a ten
year period the annual rate of infectious
hepatitis A increased 100 percent; infec
tious hepatitis B, 300 percent, and amoebic
colon infections increased by 2,500 per
cent. Venereal disease clinics in the city
saw seventy-five thousand patients every
year duri ng the same decade, of whom close
to 80 percent were homosexual males."The
statics are clear that this type of behavior is
harmful to those who practice it and to
society in general.
A second important question that must
be considered is, How did homosexuals get
this way? In an effort to avoid responsibil ity
for their lifestyle the homosexual commu
nity claims that they have no choice. They
were bom this way. Once again, the factual
evidence does not support this opinion. Al
though an early study suggested a biologi
cal reason for homosexuality, nearly all
modem analystssupport the conclusion that
homosexuals are not bom that way. Dr.
James McCary, author of Sexual Myths and
Fallacies, says that neither present day en
docrinological tests nor microscopic or
clinical examinations have revealed any
physiological differences between the het
erosexual and homosexual individual."
Dr. Armand Nicholai, chief psychia
trist of the Medical School at Harvard Uni

versity and editor of the Harvard Guide to
Psychiatry, said, "I have treated hundreds
of homosexuals. None of them, deep down,
thought he was normal. Simulating eating is
not eating, simulating being female is not
being female and simulating sex is not sex."
According to Socarides, a prominent psy
chiatrist, "Homosexuality, the choice of a
partner of the same sex for orgiastic satis
faction, is not innate. There is no connec
tion between sexual instinct and the choice
of sexual object. Such an object choice is
learned, acquired behavior; there is no in
evitable genetically inborn propensity to
wards the choice of a partner of either the
same or opposite sex." The conclusion is
simply that since homosexuals were not
bom that way, their condition need not be
permanent. Homosexuals can change. The
key is whether they want to change.
The third question is "What about the
Bible's view of homosexuality?" "To say
that homosexuals cannot change is to be
uninformed. To say they will lovingly limit
their perverted practices to one person is
naive. But to say that the Bible approves of
all of this is incredible."
Once again, the homosexual commu
nity would have us redefine the unmistak
ably clear message of the Bible concerning
their behavior. There are at least fifteen
Biblical terms that characterize or identify
homosexual behavior. Some of these in
clude, "abomination" (Leviticus 18:22),
"lusts" (Roman 1:24), "wicked" (Genesis
13:13), "vile affections" (Roman 1:26),
"against nature" (Roman 1:26),"unseemly"

If

(Roman 1:27), "strange flesh" (Jude 7),
"reprobate mind"(Roman 1:28). Christian
ity is not alone in its assessment. Every
major religious tradition views homosexu
ality as a moral offense against God.
The fourth question that needs to be
considered is, "What should Christian's
response be to homsexuals?" There is often
a fine line between loving a person, but
hating their repulsive behavior. But, Chris
tians must walk this line. The Biblical term
that describes the action that homosexuals
need to take is repentance. This term means
that a person must have a 'change of mind'
that brings their ideas into conformity with
God's expressed direction for how to live a
happy, healthy, and wholesome life. This
change of mind if it is genuine will also
involve a change in behavior. The apostle
Paul put it simply, "Repentance toward
God and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ."
The transformation is nevereasy. "It is
not easy for the homosexual, the glutton,
the materialist, the adulterer, the thief, the
proud man, or any other of us with our
peculiar besetting sins, but it is possible."
The Christian should be willing to assist
homosexuals in a change in their lifestyles
and stand willing to accept the truly repen
tant homosexual.
I hope these observations are helpful to
readers of the exponent. If anyone would
like to discuss these concepts, I am avail
able to talk with them.

Ben Hale
Baptist Campus Minister, UAH

"Do not judge, or you too win be judged" Letter From the Governor
Matthew 7:1-5

Editor Marian Delaney Sampson:
A reminder to all those who have re
sponded to Left Out by Choice. The fol
lowing is quoted from the New Interna
tional Version Study Bible,Matthew 7:1-5:
[in red letters] "'Do not judge, or you
too will be judged. For in the same way you
judge others, you will be judged, and with
the measure you use, it will be measured to
vou.

'Why do you look at the speck of saw
dust in your brother's eye and pay no atten
tion to the plank in your own eye? How can
you say to your brother, "Let me take the
speck out of your eye," when all the time
there is a plank in your own eye? You
hypocrite, first take the plank out of your
own eye, and then you will see clearly to
remove the speck from your brother's eye.'"

Peace and Love,
Patrick M. Haden
Christian, Homosexual, Student, Sheep

"...a fatal flaw..."
Dear Editor:
I read with some interest an editorial
and two letters in your publication about the
subject of homosexuality. This response is
coming from me inasmuch as many of the
students there attend our church and, in fact,
are members here. Additionally, our church
is located very near the campus.
There was a time when most of society
i n Western Civi 1ization fol1owed the JudeoChnstian approach and looked upon homo
sexuality as a serious moral problem. This
view also maintained that homosexuality is
a sin, according to the Bible. Quite frankly,
this is the view which I hold.
Then later, the psychiatric community,
as a whole, viewed homosexuality as a
serious emotional problem, but, of course,
some of the psychiatrists do not agree with
that position today.
Now, there are those who claim that
homosexuality is an alternate lifestyle which
should be approved by the entire society. In
fact, many of these persons are quite vocal
about their rights.
It seems to me that there is a fatal flaw
in one of their primary presuppositions,
namely that God made them that way. Ac
tually, there is no scientific evidence nor
philosophical basis for such a belief or
assertion. To the contrary, thereare many in
the mainstream of psychology who hold to
the view that homosexuality is a chosen

behavior influenced, to be sure, by inappro
priate experiences and/or relationships in
early childhood with one or both parents.
If one accepts the view that homosexu
als follow this lifestyle because he or she
was programmed to do so genetically, then
there is little or no possibility or need to
change.
As a pastor for many years, I have
observed the many problems related to ho
mosexual behavior. Many homosexuals
contend that there would be no problem if
society accepted this behavior as normal for
some people. I do not agree with that posi
tion because, in our culture, we have many
groups desiring acceptance who are advo
cating a behavior and lifestyle which are
detrimental to the moral, emotional and
spiritual fabric of our way of life.
As I read the letter in which Ms.
Fontaine dealt with the theology of homo
sexuality, my reaction was that an indi
vidual can arrive at any conclusion whatso
ever from the Bible if he or she pursues
certain interpretations. Her basic interpre
tations are not those that are acceptable to
most of the reputable biblical scholars, but
only to a handful of scholars who favor this
practice.
Thank you for the opportunity of shar
ing my views about this subject.

Yours very sincerely,
Walter G. Nunn
pastor. University Baptist Church

Corrections is working
to rehabilitate drug users
We all have heard horrifying stories
about innocent people being robbed so drug
addicts can get money to buy drugs. This is
a serious problem that faces our society, but
it isa problem being given immediate atten
tion. In October of last year I was proud to
announce that Alabama would become the
home of a pilot project that would take drug
addicted prisoners and rehabilitate them
before they are paroled. If we can stop the
cycle of crimes committed for the purpose
of feeding a drug habit, our streets will be
much safer.
Recently I witnessed a class of inmates
graduate from the drug rehabilitation pro
gram at the Ventress Correctional Facility
in Barbour County. It was indeed a joy to
see 118 inmates want to live a better life
without depending on drugs.
This program is the only one of its kind
in the country where the prison's objective
is to rehabilitate the inmates addicted to
drugs.

The grant money has been used for
drug rehabilitation equipment and person
nel. More than 25 experts have been hired,
including a treatment director, two clerical
aides, a laboratory technician, four sub
stance abuse specialists, 16 counselors and
two therapeutic community supervisors.
Treatment involves four different
phases ranging from a pre-treatment phase
to assuring the inmate will not fall back into
lifestyle dependent on drugs.
So what happensafter graduation? Each
inmate will be tracked by officials so the
success of the program can be determined.
We are indeed proud that Alabama is
the home of this pilot program and believe
Alabama again will be a focal point for the
nation regarding drug rehabilitation pro
grams. We wish all of the graduates the best
luck.

Guy Hunt,
Governor

In Response to Johnny West,
As I read Johnny West's article "Left
out by Choice," I became increasingly out
raged. At first, the letter sounds like a creible
protest against the numerous travesties that
society commits against "lefties." Then, out
of nowhere, boom! He (Mr. West) tries to
make some comparison to the plight of the
lefty and the"misunderstood" homosexual.
Did I miss something? Is there some sub
lime truth that ties homosexuals to left
handers? I do not think so. Case in point, my
own mother is left-handed and, yet, the
presence of my fater, indeed my very
existance seems to rule out any homosexual
tedancies in my mother.
I believe that a great many "lefties"
may be offended by this comparison. And

before you start to cry out that people that
would be offended are really unsympathetic
toward the gay community, might I remind
you of something? I do not thi nk that God or
Allah or mother nature or whoever created
this spinning ball of dirt we live on, ever
intended for there to be a gay community.
To my knowledge, I have never seen a
couple of male lions holding paws. Like
wise, I have never seen two male gorillas in
spandex on wild kingdom.
In short, Mr. West (and I use the title
"Mr." loosely) your comparison is a little
confusing and very offensive. Please avoid
baring your soul to the world, some of us
would like to keep down our lunch.

Jason A. Hunt

March 6,1991, Wednesday
u
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.religion and ethics and morals... simply subjective..."

To the exponent:
Fair is fair. The exponent was fair (if
not more than fair) in its equal space policy
that gave the responses to Fel ici a Fontaine' s
response to the "theological challenge" is
sued by Monica Simmons.
I found it sad and somewhat unfortu
nate, though, that the only responses given
were simply (again, as usual) the redundant
repetition of the same old "scripture" from
only one religion's book of mythology. Of
course, though, to the authors of the re
sponses "the book" used is just that: THE
book. They seem to interpret it as (or should
I say they do interpret it as) the literal word
of their god (whatever that may be). They
only do this when it suits them. We don't
see religious battles over gluttony, now do
we?
I also used to be an emotional southern
baptist; a religious zealot. I have come a
long way from that now. Despite the fact I
was brought up in the classic southern bap
tist tradition and fed all of the christian
mythologies inherent in them, I learned that
education is much more important than
bible thumping and hell and brimstone. In
the short period of two years I have learned
more about life and the world than 21 years
of going to church ever taught me. I have
learned that all such things as religion and

ethics and morals are all simply subjective
to the individual, and that there really is no
definitive "right" or "wrong." Education
has also meant finding out just how little I
know, and will ever know. Finally; it has
meant learning to rely on self-control and
self-reliance instead of the"fear of god" and
"faith."
My personal view of homosexuality is
that it is the choice of the individual. The
choice may not be completely conscious to
the individual, and he/she may feel that it is
his/her nature to be homosexual. I person
ally find homosexuality uncomfortable to
deal with because it is not something that I
have simply never been around. I may not
even agree with all of the gay rights activist
or their views, but I do feel that they have
their rights to these views. In no way do I
feel thatany mythology should control their,
or anybody else's lives.
Finally, I am requesting that my name
be withheld for the simple fact that I do not
want a bunch of campus ministry people or
any other types of religiously affiliated in
dividuals to come to me and witness what
ever it is they feel they have to witness. I
have finally seen the light, in an ironic sort
of fashion.
UAH Student
Name withheld by request
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.. 'literal interpretation' is a classic oxymoron."

To the Editor:
How fascinating it was to read of the
committed adherence to a strict, literal in
terpretation of Scripture espoused by Mr.
Hawkins and Ms. Bennett in the February
27 edition of the exponent. I'm certain that
after beingconfronted with less well-known
Biblical directives that they went home and
immediately discarded all of their clothing
made of mixed fibers; questioned their gro
cer regarding whether or not they were
eating the first fruits of a tree; made a
decision to never again eat shrimp, crab, or
lobster; and vowed to cut off, pluck out, or
otherwise discard their next offending body
part.
No, of course they didn't. I have never
known anyone who professed to believe in
the inerrancy of Scriptureand a literal inter
pretation of Scripture to actually do so. In
fact, I think the term "literal interpretation"
is a classic oxymoron. A more accurate
term would be "selectively literal." They
interpret Scripture (as Ms. Bennett did the
Leviticus passage) — understanding and
accepting that certain prohibitionsand other
issues that the Bible addresses must be
interpreted — and interpretation, like any
opinion, hasa bias. So, yes, anti-gay theolo
gians and anti-gay Christians are, most of

the time, likely to interpret Scriptureas antigay. Those in the Christian gay community
(and believe it or not, even some "straight"
scholars) interpret Scripture differently.
These differences of opinion and interpre
tations of Scripture are not only evident on
the issue of homosexuality, but on numer
ous other issues as well. That's why there
are literally hundredsof denominations and
sects in this world, all of whom consider
themselves Christian.
The same is true when discussing the
"cause" of homosexuality and related is
sues. Counselors and psychologists do not
agree — they write, evaluate research, and
counsel according to their own understand
ings and interpret information. Again, this
is not the only issue on which experts dis
agree. Name an issue and you can be fairly
certain that you can find experts with con
flicting points of view. No one has a corner
on the market of truth.
' Debatesconcerning homosexuality and
gay issues are reminiscent of the debates
concerning slavery, civil rights, women's
rights, and other controversial issues. They,
too, were/are debates involving Biblical
interpretation and expert opinions. They are
all debates that profoundly affect (or have
affected) the lives of human beings.
Martha Hovater, MA

To Be Or Not To Be...
Dear Editor:
Hi, My name is Joe, and this is Karin.
We're bringing you a double feature, con
cerning all the responses to Johnny West's
article, "Left Out By Choice."
We start this letter by expressing our
thanks for those of you who were able to
express exactly how you feel about homo
sexuality. Those of you who responded
gave your view point freely. You didn't
have to worry about what your friends had
to say, because you're "normal." Although
we, Joe and Karin, have different sexual
orientations, our views on Homosexuality
are the same.
Joe: Well, how do you think we should
go about this, because you know that this is
going to be a very conversational issue.
Karin: I feel we should jump right into
it and discuss our true thoughts about
Homosexuality.
Joe: Ok, my opinion is that we should
be free to be as open with our feelings as
Heterosexuals.
Karin: I totally agree with you, but I
feel society doesn't They don't want to
accept free expression in their visual lives.
Joe: True, I dislike the fact that I can't
walk through the Mall with my significant
other, or even watch a television commer
cial, pick up a newspaper article, magazine
ad, book, everything the media covers
without it telling us that we have to be
Heterosexual. We have to hide behind a
"closed" environment. Is it fairfor us to live
in such a "close" minded society? Let us
just open those"close" minded heterosexual
individuals to see our view point on the
subject of sexual orientation.
Karin: Society doesn't want to see it,
they think it's wrong, and they think that's

fair. The society wants the world to be a
Utopia, and therefore can't accept any abrupt
changes.
Joe: You know, society has seemed to
accept the technology change without any
problems, but one mention of Homosexuals
and they go crazy. So, you see, the world we
live in isn't such a great place after all. I
wonderjust how heterosexual people would
feel if the roles were reversed. As I said
before, if every television commercial,
newspaper article, magazine ad, book, ev
erything the media presents to the general
public, tells you that you have to be Homo
sexual, you would feel the position that
present Homosexuals go through.
Karin: Believe it or not, there are a lot
of people standing up for theirsexual orien
tation because that's what they believe is
right.
Joe: I for one, stand up for my sexual
orientation. Between Heterosexual and Ho
mosexual, you know, there' sreally not much
difference except the fact that the "sex" is
changed. Is that all wrong?
Karin: People believe that if it's not
written in the Bible, it's wrong. When God
put man on earth, he forgot to provide in
structions of how we are supposed to be.
Therefore, we shouldn't condemn anyone
for being "different."
Joe: "Different." How do we define
"Different?"
Karin: Society's definition of being
"different" seems to be anything society's
not. For example, if you see a person wear
ing thick glasses, pocket protector filled
with pencils and pens and plaid pants, then
they are considered "Nerds," therefore
"Different." Another example would be the
fact that we just finished celebrating Black

History month and years ago, blacks were servative society.
considered pieces of property and thus not
I just hope that others can put it out of
the norm but "different."
their minds that we have an "illness."
Joe: The day has now come that blacks
Karin: If people see you as having an
are accepted for who they are, not what they illness, then where do they draw the line on
were. We need to do that with Homosexu being ill? For example, cancer! Do people
al s as wel1. We can all live in thesame world dislike those with cancer as well since they
and be happy without any discrimination have an illness that is not their fault? I
between any of the general public. Let me certainly hope not
ask you, Karin, can you accept me for who
Joe: One question I leave with you is,
I am, or as what I am?
can I be fully accepted as a homosexual in
Karin: Joe, I see you and every other the society today?
human being on this planet as a living
We would like to know the answer to
individual who breathes the same air, and this question, because we're concerned
lives the same as I do.
about the future.
Thus concludes our discussion upon
Joe: There is one thing that really con
fuses me. Why is it that the armed forces Homosexuality and itsplace in society. We,
never allowed Homosexuals to be a part of as membersof society, feel this issue is still
the Defence, before Desert Shield-Desert incomplete in argument. We also feel that it
Storm. Now that it's come down to us is only a problem that the entire society
fighting in Iraq, Homosexuals that were acting together can solve. We need your
discharged before the warstarted, have now support on theopenness of the world's view
been called back.They now can accept that of life.
fact that Homosexuals can perform just as
That is the answer!
well as Heterosexuals. Can this be justified
as being right for the societies' view pre
Expressively,
sented thus far? The armed forces are so
homophobic that I'm sure that with the
Joe Thomas
Homosexuals fighting in this war,,society
Ambidextrous Homosexual
thinks we're doomed.
Karin: Notentirely. My brother is cur
Karin Licht
rently in Iraq fighting for this country. I'm
Ambidextrous Heterosexual
sure if it came down to it, if he was wounded
in the line of action, he wouldn't mind if
either a Homosexual or Heterosexual saved
him or even provided blood if needed, for
that matter. I'd feel the same if I were in the
situation.
Joe: I want to thank you for accepting
me for who I am. It takes a lot of courage to
admit acceptance of others in such a con
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The exponent prints letters to the editor. Please limit letters to 400 words. Letters may be adjusted for space. No
corrections will be made to letters submitted. No anonymous submissions will be published. The editorial staff may refuse
to publish any letter. Letters must be signed and include a phone number. Names may be withheld at the request of the
author and with the agreement of the editor. Letters should be sent to:
Editor, Room 104 University Center, University of Alabama in Huntsville, Huntsville, Alabama 35899
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Class (Day & Period)

Time For Exam

Weekend Classes

Last half of class

Mon-Wed-Fri....B
Mon-Wed-Fri....F

8:30—11:00 a.m.
12:30-- 3:00 p.m.

Tues-Thurs
R
Mon-Wed-Fri...C
All MA 153 & 154
Tues-Thurs
S

4:00— 6:30 p.m.
12:30 —3:00 p.m.
4:00— 6:30 p.m.
7:30—10:00 p.m.

Mon-Wed-Fri....A
Tues Thurs
Q
Tues-Thurs
T
Mon-Wed-Fri....G
Mon-Wed
R

8:30-- 11:00 a.m.
12:30—3:00 p.m.
7:30—10:00 p.m.
4:00— 6:30 p.m.
4:00— 6:30 p.m.

Tues-Thurs
M
Mon-Wed-Fri....D
Mon-Wed
T
Mon-Wed-Fri....H

8:30—11:00 a.m.
12:30 --3:00 p.m.
7:30—100 p.m.
4:00—6:30 p.m.

I

There should be no deviation from the announced final examination sched
ule.
NOTE: A student with three exams in one day has the right to have the middle
exam rescheduled by mutual agreement between student and instructor and
must be agreed upon by the end of the 9th week of classes. (See Catalog p.
60 for procedure.)
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Friday

A—Application Deadline
B—Beginning of Classes
C—Commencement
E—Examinations
N—No Classes
()—Staff Holiday
R—Registration
*—Last Day of Class
S—Study Day

IMPORTANT DATES
1.
Spring Registration is March 22.
7.
2.
Last day for Late Registration, addition of new courses,
changes from audit to credit is 12 noon, March 27.
Last day to change from credit to audit is April 5.
8.
3.
4.
Last day to withdraw and be entitled to tuition and housing 9.
refund is April 5.
10.
5.
Deadline for making up work to remedy a grade of I
11.
(Incomplete) from previous term is June 3
12.
6.
Last day of withdrawal is May 3.
13.

Final grades are due in the office of Student Records
within 24 hours of examination time; all grades must
be in by noon, Tuesday, June 11.
Summer Term Early Registration is May 6-16.
Residual Act test is May 30.
Application deadline for Summer Term is May 24.
Summer Term Registration is June 14.
Summer Term classes begin June 17.
Deferred exams for Spring Term are June 15.
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